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US CPI keeps markets volatile following the central 
bank bonanza 
FX market price action was broadly driven by inflation concerns yet again this week,
with the release of October's US CPI providing the catalyst for renewed volatility.
Beyond that, the data calendar has been relatively light, pushing the emphasis of
additional drivers into the political space. Rising tensions between the US and Russia
kept RUB traders on their toes towards the end of the week, while a Times article
pertaining to ministers de-escalating tensions with the EU over Northern Ireland
prompted a relief rally in the pound. Next week, CPI remains top of mind as a number
of nations are set to release reports highlighting above target price growth, however,
we believe these releases will have less of an impact on broader markets relative to
the US release this week. Additionally, central banks from South Africa and Turkey are
expected to deliver fresh rate decisions, while meeting minutes from the Reserve Bank
of Australia are also set for distribution.

Calendar (all times GMT)

Monday – 15/11

Ten minutes before the new working week begins in Europe, Japanese GDP for Q3 is
set for release. Economists surveyed by Bloomberg expect a 0.2% QoQ contraction after
supply bottlenecks hurt consumption and output while Covid curbs likely also put a lid on
growth throughout the third quarter. Chinese retail sales at 02:00 are expected to grow
3.7% YoY after September’s 4.4% growth. Online consumption remains solid in China,
which should help lift Monday’s figure as well. Sweden CPI inflation will be on the
agenda for 08:30 and should rise further after September’s elevated print. A high
headline print shouldn’t freak out markets if pressure is centered around energy and food
prices and the core reading is lower. However, if the CPI report shows broader-based
strength, like in Wednesday’s US CPI report, this should raise policy expectations for the
dovish Riksbank and could see the Swedish krona strengthen.

Tuesday – 16/11

At 00:30, the Reserve Bank of Australia publishes minutes from its November policy
meeting where the central bank dumped its policy of yield curve control. This followed a
week of turmoil in front-end yields after the RBA declined to defend its cap when bond
markets sold off.
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Although the move in itself was hawkish, the RBA took a dovish pivot in the meeting and
stated they are in no hurry to raise interest rates any time soon. Investors will scour the
minutes for any guidance around when the labour market will be tight enough to hike
rates, and when inflation will be sustainable enough.

However, as the data is from September, the impact of the furlough scheme ending won’t
be visible, although there will be signs of how the slight wind down impacted the overall
level of labour market slack. The unemployment rate is expected to fall to 4.4% down
from 4.5% previously, however, October’s figure will be more relevant for markets and
sterling as this will be the first report that shows the impact of the halting of the furlough
scheme on the jobs market. At 10:00, eurozone employment and preliminary GDP data
for Q3 will be watched by markets. Few Covid restrictions were in place in Q3, however
output was still likely capped by disruptions in supply chains. With European countries
considering renewed Covid measures again, the Q4 reading may also print lower.
Poland’s CPI for October is released at 13:00 and will be in focus after the National
Bank of Poland’s inflation report included modest upward revisions to the inflation
forecasts. The market reaction showed that markets didn’t deem the revisions aggressive
enough and still price in more aggressive policy tightening. For this reason, the CPI
release will be of importance for zloty traders. Finally, US retail sales for October are on
the agenda for 13:30. Economists surveyed by Bloomberg are looking at a 1.1% increase
in the MoM reading compared to September’s 0.7% expansion. This would mark the first
time this year that spending has advanced three months in a row.

Wednesday – 17/11

Following Tuesday’s RBA meeting minutes, Australia’s Q3 wage index is released on
Wednesday at 00:30. Governor Lowe mentioned in his latest press conference the RBA
needs to see wage growth that is materially higher than current levels in order to hike
interest rates. After Tuesday’s meeting minutes, the wage index will therefore be
scrutinised thoroughly. At 07:00, UK inflation will steal the show after the Bank of
England stayed away from hiking rates in its November meeting. The consensus sees
inflation accelerating to 3.9% from 3.1% previously, mostly driven by energy costs. After
this week’s US CPI release, focus will be on how broad-based inflationary pressures are. If
it goes beyond the general energy prices and food prices, the pound is likely to
strengthen on the back of increased market bets for a rate hike by the BoE. South African
CPI is then up at 08:00 after the headline figure rose 5% in September. South Africa’s
inflation is unlikely to have escaped the global supply bottlenecks and energy price
crunch, which should lead to tighter policy South Africa’s Reserve Bank. Inflation figures
from Canada are on the agenda for 13:30, after last month’s reading hit an 18-year high.

All eyes will then be on UK labour market data for September 
at 07:00 as markets will use the data as a gauge for when and 

how the Bank of England will hike interest rates. 
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“The hawkish twist from the Bank of Canada earlier this 
month means inflation and labour market data will be 

closely watched to see if the Bank of Canada will potentially 
pull forward its timeline for interest rate increases.”
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Thursday – 18/11

At 12:00, the Central Bank of Turkey is expected to cut interest rates for a third
consecutive time, with the consensus foreseeing a cut of 150bps. So far, the CBRT has
delivered 300bps of rate cuts in the last two months, while expectations only foresaw a
total of 100bps being cut. While that by itself may serve as an argument for why the
CBRT could choose to overdo it again this time, we think they have reasons to hold back
on cutting too aggressively. The latest rate statement included a line saying there is
limited room for downward adjustment to the policy rate - something that wasn’t
mentioned before. The only bit of comfort for the lira lies in the fact that the peak of the
aggressive cutting cycle has likely passed and the CBRT will probably front-load rate
cuts if they do opt to slash rates again as aggressively as 150bps. The South African
Reserve Bank is then expected to keep its policy rate on hold at 3.5% until the spike in
inflation seems more durable. The SARB’s own projections suggest the first rate hike will
occur at the November meeting, however, the consensus foresees no changes given the
near-term risks to growth following renewed load-shedding while a fourth virus wave in
December poses additional risks.

Friday – 19/11

Norway releases its Q3 GDP figure at 07:00 on Friday which should show continued
strength given the rise in oil and energy prices and Norway’s position as a net exporter
and Norway’s petroleum sector accounts for 14% of Norway’s GDP. UK retail sales are
then published at 07:00 along with public sector net borrowing data for October. With
the BoE showing concerns over growth momentum of late, retail spending data will be
key for building out expectations not only for December’s meeting, but Q1 next year. Low
PSNB data would also be a welcome development for Chancellor Rishi Sunak, who has
already enjoyed the fiscal headroom given to him this year at Autumn’s budget. At 09:00,

No consensus forecast 
has been generated as of 

yet, but another robust 
print in September is 

likely given strength in the 
labour market over the 

past quarter.

Polish employment data will be released,
although this is unlikely to have any market
impact if it prints close to expectations as
only little changes are expected in the
employment rate. Any downward surprises
would make markets warier of Poland’s
economic recovery as the National bank of
Poland has recently embarked on a
tightening cycle, which would be more
difficult to justify if the labour market hasn’t
properly recovered while downside risks
from domestic Covid conditions also add to
the equation. Canadian retail sales for
September at 13:30 will cap off the week.

Canada retail sales
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Bonds, inflation, inflation, bonds 
Without sounding like a broken record, we take a further look at bond market dynamics
this week as they have again been the main driver of FX markets. This time around,
however, the repricing in bonds was due to inflation concerns following the record US
CPI release on Wednesday as opposed to fresh guidance from central banks. Although
the shift in front-end yields wasn’t as dramatic as last week following a string of dovish
central bank meetings, the move in the DXY index was larger. The rise in front-end
treasury yields facilitated the broad dollar DXY index breaking above 95.0 for the first
time since July 2020 and new year-to-date lows in EURUSD and GBPUSD.
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Given the Fed’s laissez-faire attitude towards inflation over the past few meetings, many
have asked why this week’s CPI release was so significant to cause another repricing of
interest rate expectations in the US when market pricing already was more aggressive
than what the Fed has been relaying. In short, it wasn’t just the positive surprise in the
release and the 30-year high in headline CPI that triggered the market reaction, but a
more broad-based rise in the CPI basket which has made the Fed’s “transitory”
messaging less convincing.

Bond yields rise 
generally across 
the G10 markets 
following the 
release of US CPI 
data 

Multiple inflation 
measures hit 
multi-decade 
highs in October 
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Looking at multiple regional Fed measures of adjusted-CPI and underlying drivers,
inflation pressures are now broad-based and suggestive of a faster normalisation
timeline from the Fed. For example, the Cleveland Fed’s 16% mean-trimmed measure,
which removes outliers to look at a more structural inflation level, also hit level not seen
since 1991. Given this, it will now be harder for the Fed to point to a few sub-components
of the overall inflation index in order to ease concerns over runaway inflation and label it
“somewhat transitory” let alone just “transitory”. While we are always hesitant to move too
aggressively given one data print, the report was significant and most probably marks a
turning point in the Fed’s forward guidance. If November’s data compounds the findings
from October’s extremely robust report, markets are most probably right in pricing in a
substantially more hawkish Fed so shortly after the US central bank pushed back on the
market implied rate path. This could see the US interest rate rising in the second half of
2022 – something that is now priced in by markets but not yet reflected in the Fed’s
forward guidance.

Focus now on other CPI releases globally

With the shock of the US October CPI report now in the past, markets will turn their
attention to CPI releases in Europe, South Africa and Canada next week. Beginning the
inflation heavy week is Sweden, where CPI is expected to rise from 2.5% to 2.7% in
October and CPIF is expected to climb back to 3% from September’s 2.8% reading. Any
positive surprise in the data is likely to embolden expectations of an interest rate hike
from the Riksbank, especially as they stated back in September’s monetary policy report
that they expect CPIF to peak around 3%. SEK forward cash rates currently sit around
their highest levels since October 2014 and imply a 25bps rate hike over the coming six
months. Policy expectations are therefore likely to rise back towards November’s pre-
Fed and pre-BoE peak should the inflation data come in hot. Shortly after the Swedish
release, Poland’s data is expected. However, this will be a final CPI reading for October,
and is less likely to be market moving unless there is a substantial revision.

With the BoE’s focus firmly on the labour market transition following the end of the
furlough scheme and growth conditions, the data release is unlikely to be as impactful to
Gilts and policy expectations as unemployment and activity data. That said, a substantial
rise in headline inflation and signs that an overshoot in expectations was driven by more
than just energy prices is likely to stir expectations of the BoE at the margin as some
focus remains on medium-term inflation expectations, which are sensitive to current
inflation rates. South African CPI data is released shortly after the UK data and comes just
a day before the November SARB meeting. While the central bank previously signalled a
rate increase in November, the market consensus suggests a hold at 3.5% is the most
likely outcome given the recent risks to growth.

“On Wednesday, UK CPI is set to be released and show a 
marked rise from 3.1% YoY to 3.8% YoY, reflecting rising 

energy prices following Ofgem’s adjustment to its price cap.” 
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Given the transitory drivers of inflation, we think growth will be the prominent concern
for the SARB, meaning the inflation data is likely to have a dulled impact despite it
trending towards the top-end of the Bank’s tolerance band.

Finally, October’s CPI data from Canada is released. With CPI currently sitting at 4.4% and
the BoC already concluding the tapering of their QE programme, expectations are
elevated for an imminent move in rates. The Bank shows no willingness to raise rates in
2022, and we don’t currently expect a 25bps hike until April, but any substantial rise in
inflation above the projected 4.75% peak towards year-end will likely add to the upwards
pressure in Canadian front-end rates. 2-year CGB’s are currently yielding just above 1%,
suggesting 75bps of hikes in the near-term, however, rates could rise back to October’s
peak if inflation pressures expand beyond energy and pandemic-impacted components.
The Bank’s core-common index will be key for measuring this as it uses CPI data to
measure the unobserved inflation factor and is thus less impacted by transitory effects.
The core-common index has stuck below 2% so far this year.


